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Welcome and introduction from Jake Vickery and Youth Shape
Team
Dear Leader,
I am Jake Vickery, District Youth Commissioner of Mersey Weaver. In an age when it
is estimated that one in ten young people experience a mental health issue at any
one time, and record numbers of people are struggling due to social media, bullying,
and academic or work pressures – we believe that Scouts has a place in giving
young people and adults skills for life; practice the five ways to well-being and help
young people and adults to access further support.
In the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic, we know that many people will be
suffering after a pre-longed period of social isolation, and we know Scouts will have
a huge role to play in the recovery of young people in our local community with
Mental Health and physical wellbeing being two of the biggest issues society will
face in the next few years. To combat this, we are embarking on a project to equip
more of our volunteers with the skills to identify issues with mental health and help
young people to overcome these issues.
The District plan for mental health and wellbeing is being spearheaded by Jake
Vickery, our District Youth Commissioner, and has been led by team of young people
aged 14-18, supported by the District Team. We want all our members to be aware
of the importance of their own and others mental health and wellbeing and ways in
which they could have fun along the way. To do this we have created a challenge
called 365 Steps of Wellbeing challenge, we are asking all our members to join in
the by earning 5 wellbeing challenge badges over the course of a year.
The challenges will encourage young people and volunteers to Connect, Be Active,
Take Notice, Learn and Give – things which we already do as part of a balanced
Scout programme but will highlight their importance. The Challenge will launch
during Mental health awareness week on the 10th May 2021 and young people of
all sections and leaders will be able to start recording their action and earning their
badges from that date.
I really hope you and your group enjoy the challenge, and I am looking forward to
hearing what they get up to in their groups
Jake Vickery
District Youth Commissioner of Mersey Weaver
Mersey Weaver
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Why is wellbeing important for Scouts, why is it important to you?
When Scouts feel good, so do the people around them, when Scouts are smiling, so
is their life inside and out, even when they are busy. Scouts need to find time for
themselves, creating space, time, energy and a positive mindset through the 5 Ways
to Wellbeing. The 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge is giving all Mersey Weaver
Scouts a year, 365 days to learn, create opportunities, try activities and improve
their wellbeing.

What is the aim of the 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge?
The 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge has been designed by Mersey Weaver Youth
Shape Team and aims to improve the wellbeing of all the Scouts and Leaders
through discussion, planning and action across a year.
The 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge aims to support Groups and their members
to:• Think about what wellbeing means
• Explore the factors that can influence their wellbeing
• Plan and take action to improve wellbeing for themselves and their
community
• Consider how they can improve their own wellbeing
• Take a whole year to explore and improve their wellbeing
We want all our members to be aware of the importance of their own and others
mental health and wellbeing and ways in which they could have fun along the way.
To do this the Youth Shape Team have created a challenge lasting for 365 days and
are asking all our members to join in the challenge by earning 5 wellbeing challenge
badges over the course of a year.
The challenges will encourage young people and volunteers to Connect, Be Active,
Take Notice, Learn and Give – things which we already do as part of a balanced
Scout programme but will highlight their importance.

Mersey Weaver
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What does this booklet do?
This booklet is for Leader interested in improving wellbeing, especially the wellbeing
of young people and their members.
This booklet supports Leaders to understand: • What is wellbeing?
• How to talk about wellbeing with their Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers
• What the 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge involves?
• How to get involved in the 365 Steps to Wellbeing Challenge?
• What resources there are to support the 365 Steps to Wellbeing Challenge?

Mersey Weaver
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What is Wellbeing?
Your physical and mental wellbeing is about how you’re feeling right now, and how
well you can cope with daily life. Your wellbeing can change from moment to
moment, day to day, or month to month. Sometimes it changes because of things
that happen to us and sometimes it changes for no reason at all. It can affect the
way we feel about ourselves and others, and about the things we face in our lives.
Looking after yourself and your wellbeing as so many benefits for. Longer, healthier,
happier life.
Wellbeing is “the state of being comfortable, healthy, or happy.” However, it is
important to realise that wellbeing is a much broader concept than moment-tomoment happiness. While it does include happiness, it also includes other things,
such as how satisfied people are with their life a whole, their sense of purpose, and
how in control they feel.
Taking these ideas further, there are some common factors that are key to
maintaining wellbeing which include:
§ self-esteem
§ confidence
§ resilience
§ social networks
§ sense of control
For young people this can mean:§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Feeling happy, confident and having good relationships with other people
Being in control, with the ability to solve problems and cope with things that
might not be going well
Being able to do things which are meaningful and make you feel good
Living a good life with which you are satisfied
Having a good quality of life
Being health and happy
Life going well

The 5 ways to wellbeing are evidence-based actions that are designed to improve
people’s wellbeing. So we can live longer, feel healthier, be happier.

Mersey Weaver
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The 5 Ways to Wellbeing are described below:
Connect… with the people around you. With
family, friends, colleagues and neighbours. At
home, work, school or in your local community.
Feeling close to and valued by other people is
really important. It doesn’t matter how old you
are – social relationships help wellbeing. Try
to find ways to spend time safely with others
you care about, such as family and friends.
Why don’t you try a video call instead of
messaging? You could even arrange to meet up safely (if it’s possible where you
live). Tell people what you’ve been up to and how you’re feeling, then ask them how
they are too and really listen to their answer. Building these connections will support
and enrich you every day.
Be Active… Go for a walk or run. Step outside.
Cycle. Play a game. Garden. Dance. Exercising
makes you feel good. Most importantly,
discover a physical activity you enjoy and that
suits your level of mobility and fitness. Regular
physical activity helps people of all ages. It
doesn’t have to be an organised, you could
follow a yoga video, go for a walk (at your own
pace), or dance around your living room. Being active outdoors is great, if you can –
sometimes it depends on the space and weather you have. Sometimes it’s nice to be
alone and be mindful, but you could also use being active to connect with other
people where possible.
Take Notice… Be curious. Stop and look around
you, what do you see, smell, hear, think?
Remark on the unusual. It can be easy to try to
do lots of things at once, or to do an activity
without really thinking about it. When you can,
slow down and really focus on what you’re
doing. Giving things like arts and craft, games,
or stories your full attention can help you feel calmer and enjoy the moment. Why
not go for a walk and pay attention to the scenery, try a new food and see how it
tastes, or really focus on the next thing you create?
Mersey Weaver
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Keep learning…Try something new. Rediscover
an old interest. Learning something new can help
you feel proud of yourself. If books, puzzles or
video games are your thing, great – but if not,
why not try to learn something a bit more
practical? You could learn a new football trick,
cook something new, or explore a new area.
Take on a different responsibility at home. Fix a
bike. Learn to play an instrument or how to cook
your favourite food. Set a challenge you will enjoy achieving. Learning new things
will make you more confident as well as being fun.

Give… Do something nice for a friend, or a
stranger. Thank someone. Smile. Volunteer your
time. Join a community group. Look out, as well
as in. Seeing yourself, and your happiness,
linked to the wider community can be incredibly
rewarding and creates connections with the
people around you. Sometimes other people are
the best mood-booster. People who are more interested in helping others are more
likely to rate themselves as happy. Research shows that just doing just one act of
kindness a week for six weeks is associated with an increase in wellbeing. Acts of
kindness don’t have to be huge gestures: you could start by doing an extra chore at
home or writing a note for a friend.

Mersey Weaver
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How the 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge works:-

Each participant will be given an electronic journal to complete, and we would
encourage leaders to use these as a resource to work on the challenges with their
participants. Each booklet will have a journal section for each of the 5 Ways to
Wellbeing which we would like participants to complete and a sign off section for
leaders to keep a record of when challenges have been completed. An example of
the sign off sheet (for Beavers) is below along with a copy of the journal:Beavers
Intro/ Info
Recording Table
What have you done?

Date

Sign off

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

Mersey Weaver
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Mersey Weaver 365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge Badge:This is the badges you are working towards; you will earn all of them individually,
and together they make up the circle. Once you have completed all 5, you will be
awarded the centre badge. This badge is going to be designed at an activity this
year by participants.

M
O
C
Mersey Weaver
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365 Steps of Wellbeing Challenge Requirements: We have created challenges around the 5 Ways to Wellbeing and each Scouting
section is asked to complete a number of them depending on the section they are.
There are also some example challenges below, but you can also work in your
sections and design some of your own. There is no right or wrong, but we would
like the tasks completed to be a challenge!

Once your section or participants has completed the required number of tasks per
challenge, you will be able to sign off their journal and award the challenge badge.
If you would like to have a member of the Youth Shape team visit your group/unit to
either participate in an activity or present the challenge badges; please visit our
website and follow the “Invite a member of the team” link. If you have any questions
of concerns, please get in touch with the reliant ambassador or Jake and they will all
be happy to help you.
Connect
Be Active
Take Notice
Keep Learning
Give

James
Ella
Grace
Dean
Jake

Take your time, spread out the activities, you have a year to complete all 5 badges
and form your 5 Ways to Wellbeing badge.

Mersey Weaver
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Beavers

Beavers are required to complete 3 challenges in each of the
5 Ways to Wellbeing challenges

Below is an example of how your Beavers will record their challenges in their
Wellbeing Journal
List below the 3 challenges you have chosen to undertake:1
2
3
Below are examples to support leaders to develop challenges with their section
members

Connect
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver

Who are members of your family?
Who are your friends?
Who else do you know in your community? Shop
workers, library staff etc (My World)
Ask them or others how they are on three different
days, what do they say? (Listening skills).
What do your family and friends like doing that helps
them to be happy?
Links to be active and other activities … (Teamwork)
Learn how to phone a member of your family and have a
chat with them. (Communicator 1)
Call/FaceTime/Visit someone you know and ask how
they are. (Communicator 1)
Attend a colony, group, district or county event.
(Teamwork)
Show that you are a good friend. (Teamwork 6)
Work with other Beavers to make something or
complete a challenge together. (Teamwork 2)
Make some instruments and give a performance. (My
Skills 3, Musician, Creative 1)
Act, mime or tell a story to an audience. This can be
videoed and played back to the audience. (My Skills 3,
Creative 1)
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Be Active
Challenge

•

Go on a walk and have a conversation with a friend or
family member. (My Skills 2)

•

Go on a walk and have a conversation with a
friend/s/lodge member (walk and talk) (Health and
Fitness)
Play an active game or sport – talk to your lodge/family
about what it feels like (Health and Fitness, Sports,
Teamwork)
Try a dance or exercise together. (Health and Fitness,
Sports, Teamwork)
Try one of the activities on your own, one with family
and one with friends – what did you like about doing it
on your own or with others? (Health and Fitness, Sports,
Teamwork)
Go for a walk with your family every day for a week.
(Health and Fitness)
Play an active game or sport – talk to your lodge/family
about what it feels like. (My Skills 2)
Make up a dance alone or with friends. (My Skills 3,
Creative 1)
Go for a ramble or nature walk with your family. (My
Adventure 3)
Make and obstacle course and see if you can complete it.
(My Adventure 2, Health and Fitness 1)
Take part in a new fitness challenge. (My Skills 2)
Go on a hike or follow a trail. (Hikes away)
Regularly take part in Martial Arts for 3 months. (Martial
Arts, My Skills 2)
Show improvement at swimming. (My Adventure,
Swimmer)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver
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•

•

Take Notice
Challenge

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Mersey Weaver

Spend some time on the water, paddle boarding,
kayaking, canoeing, sailing etc. (Time on the water,
Water activities, Sailing, Nautical)
Try hula hooping, skipping, or egg and spoon race.
(Health and Fitness 1)
Create a story and tell others about it – ask those
listening to tell you 3 good things about your story.
(Creative, Teamwork)
Create an individual piece of art the colour of your
woggle or that describes your lodge or colony. Bring it
together as a large colony collage. (Creative, Teamwork)
Say 3 good things about the collage.
Find out about Beavers in another part of the country.
What have they been doing during Covid – 19
(International)
Look outside, can you see a plant, a tree, an animal?
What helps it to grow? (Gardener, My World)
Help your family clean the house on three occasions.
(Teamwork, Personal Challenge)
On a walk / looking out the window take in your
surroundings and reflect on it with a drawing etc (My
World Challenge 6)
Listen to a story or watch a program and tell someone
three things about it. (My Skills 7)
Point out five different animals, birds, insects, or fish
when you are out and about. (My Outdoors 5)
Make some art out of leaves, bark, twigs, sand or rocks.
(My Outdoors 4)
Make something to help animals in the wild and see if it
helps. (My Outdoor 6)
Take a visit to the seashore, forest, or park, think about
what you might find and tell someone what you
discovered. Did you find what you expected? (Explore)
Play Kim’s Game or Pairs to test your memory. (My Skills
7)
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Keep
Learning
Challenge

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give
Challenge

•
•

•

Mersey Weaver

Identify an activity you can already do and show others.
(Book Reader, Cook, My Skills challenge)
Identify an activity that you’d like to have a go at doing –
why do you want to do it? Do you know anyone who
does it and can help you learn it? Have a go. What was it
like? (Explore)
Try and cook a long with your family or friends or with
your colony. (Cook)
Help cook three different dishes. (Cook 4)
Read 6 books to a member of your family (Book Reader)
Sleep in a tent or den, indoors or outdoors on 3
occasions during the year. (Nights Away, My Outdoors
challenge)
Identify a game you know and show others how to play
it. (My Skills 1)
Learn how to fingerspell your name or say the Promise in
British Sign Language., (Disability Awareness 3a&b)
Learn how to tie your shoe-laces. (My Skills 5b)
Learn how to tie three simple knots. (My Outdoors 2,
Camp Craft 4)
Learn a new song and sing it. (My Skills 4)
Learn your own address and phone number. (My Skills
5a, Communicator 2)
Learn the green cross code and show you can cross a
road safely. (My Adventure 4)
Learn how to say hello and goodbye in a foreign
language. (International 5)
Help with something at home (Great Indoors : social
action Stage 1 element 5).
Have a look at the requirements for the disability
awareness badge (ask your family or leaders to help
develop something about mental health and well-being).
When you do the disability awareness badge, think
about how people with disabilities think about their wellbeing. (Disability awareness)
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver

Think about whether your colony could link to local care
homes or services e.g., care for care homes, recipe swap,
age friendly etc (follow the guidance to make this
appropriate and safe). (Community Impact: stage 1,
Great Indoors: community engagement stage 1 element
4, My World Challenge elements 1 and 2)
Teach someone a game or a skill (Sports element 5,
Skills)
Be a buddy, lodge leader or peer supporter (Teamwork)
Say thank you when you remember. (Teamwork)
Give a toy you don’t use anymore to some who might
like it. (Teamwork)
Look after an animal, giving it food and exercise. (Animal
Friend 2)
Complete an activity to help people in the community.
(Teamwork, Community impact)
Show that you are a good friend. (Teamwork)
Say thank you as often as you can.
Decorate some cakes or biscuits and give them to
someone to say thank you. (My Skills 5c)
Make your bed for at least 3 days. (My Skills 5f)
Keep your bedroom tidy for at least 3 days. (My Skills 5g)
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Cubs

Cubs are required to complete 5 challenges in each of the 5
Ways to Wellbeing challenges
Below is an example of how your Cubs will record their challenges in their
Wellbeing Journal
List below the 5 challenges you have chosen to undertake:1
2
3
4
5
Below are examples to support leaders to develop challenges with their section
members

Connect
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Be Active
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver

Have a phone call with someone you have not spoken to
in a while (Communicator item 2)
Get in contact with another cub from another group by
sending letters, emails or videos (Communicator item 5b)
Take part in JOTA/JOTI (Communicator item 5i)
Arrange to meet up for a walk with someone you have
not seen in a while (Our Skills item 2)
Take part in a county or district event and join in with
team events (Team building)
Make some instruments and give a performance
(Entertainer item 1f, Musician)
Tell a story, give a puppet or shadow puppet show or
perform some magic tricks to an audience. This can be
videoed and played back to the audience. (Entertainer)
Create a community map. What services are they and
who are they for? Try to visit one and tell someone what
you discovered. (Our World 1)
Try a new sport or physical activity (Our Skills item 1)
Walk over 10,000 steps at least once per week for a
month (Our Skills item 2)
Take part in a new fitness challenge (Our Skills item 2)
Walk or cycle to school (Our Skills item 2)
Go on a hike or follow a trail for one or two hours (Our
Outdoors item 3, Hikes Away)
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•
•
•

•
•

Take Notice
Challenge

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Keep
Learning
Challenge

•

•
•
•

Mersey Weaver

Regularly take part in Martial Arts for 3 months (Martial
Arts, Our Skills item 1)
Show improvement at swimming (Swimmer)
Spend some time on the water, paddle boarding,
kayaking, canoeing, sailing etc (Time on the water,
Water activities, Sailing, Nautical)
Take part in snow sports (Snowsports)
Learn and perform a dance (Our skills item 2, Entertainer
item 1h)
Collect interesting objects you found on a walk and write
about them (Our Skills item 2)
Have a clear out of your toys and donate the ones you
don’t use anymore to charity (Community impact)
Learn to identify six different living things from each of
two categories (twelve in total): Trees, Birds, Minibeasts
and insects, Flowers (Naturalist item 1)
Visit a natural area four times over three months and
make notes of the changes in plants and wildlife.
(Naturalist item 2)
Make some art out of nature, without harming nature
(Naturalist item 4a)
Take five photographs of your local area and produce a
poster, video or leaflet to advertise it (Local knowledge
item 5, Photographer items 2, 4b, Our Skills item 3)
Create two photos of the same thing, one in colour and
one in black and white and compare the effects. Which
you like best? (Photographer item 4a)
Learn the cub promise in Makaton, Braille or British Sign
Language (Communicator item 5, Disability awareness
item 3b or 4c)
Learn how to say hello my name is and how are you in
another language (Communicator item 5e)
Research and make your favourite meal (Chef item 4)
Research a fun fact or joke and share with your cub
leader or pack (Entertainer item 1j)
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Give
Challenge

•
•

•
•

•
•

Mersey Weaver

Learn a new household skill and teach your cub group
(Our Skills item 4, Team Leader item 3)
Research a game from another country (Our World item
7)
Learn the cub promise from another country (Our World
item 7).
Learn to tie three different knots, hitches or lashings and
make something using them (Our Outdoor items 2f and
3f, Pioneer items 3 and 5)
Learn the countryside code and how to follow it
(Naturalist item 3m Our Outdoor item 2g)
Make a list of six books with their authors. Give two
items that you have learned from each (Book Reader
items 1 and 2)
Do a random act of kindest every day for a week (Our
World item 2, Community impact)
Send a card to 5 people to say thank you for something
you are grateful for (Our World item 2, Communicator
item, Community impact)
Make a meal for someone as a way of saying thank you
(Chef item 4, Community impact, Home help item 1)
Give a few hours of your time to help better the
community e.g., litter pick in the local park (Our World
item 2, Community impact)
Help complete a job around your house (Our Skills item
4, Home help)
Have a clear out of your toys and donate the ones you
don’t use anymore to charity (Community impact)
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Scouts

Scouts are required to complete 7 challenges in each of the 5
Ways to Wellbeing challenges

Below is an example of how your Scouts will record their challenges in their
Wellbeing Journal
List below the 7 challenges you have chosen to undertake:1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Below are examples to support leaders to develop challenges with their section
members

Connect
Challenge

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver

Speak to a different
scout within district/county/internationally to maybe talk about
your program and compare. (Communicator, International)
Reach out to a local community project / asset e.g care
homes (Community Impact)
Look into your family history and draw out a family tree
with family.
Attend a county or district event. (Teamwork)
Attend a Youth forum meeting and express your point of view.
JOTI/JOTA (International)
Phone a friend or relative and ask how they are. (Communicator
3a)
Send a creative text or video message inviting a friend to a
Scouts event. (Communicator 3c)
Write a letter to a pen pal. (Writer 1i)
Interview someone interesting and write or type the questions
and answers. Share your findings. (Writer 1h)
Write a play or poem and share it with your troop or family.
Video can be used., (Writer 1a/g)
Investigate and contact Scouts in another country., (World 6)
Make some instruments and give a performance., (Creative 1,
Musician)
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Be Active
Challenge

•

Take part in a performance, e.g., magic tricks, a gymnastics
display, sketch, street dance or play. This can be videoed and
played back to the audience. (Entertainer, Creative 1)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Take part in a different activity you wouldn't normally do.
Take part in different Adventures activities
Take different sport or activity
Complete DofE
Complete Cheshire Hike
Regularly take part in physical activities for four weeks,
taking note of improvement., (Skills 1)
Plan and carry out an all-day bike ride., (Cyclist 2f)
Go on a hike or follow a trail for three hours., (Hikes Away)
Regularly take part in martial arts for 6 months, (Martial
Arts, Our Skills 1)
Achieve the next level of Swimmer badge., (Swimmer)
Spend some time on the water, paddle boarding,
kayaking, canoeing, sailing etc., (Time on the water,
Paddle Sports, Water activities, Sailing, Nautical)
Take part in snow-sports, (Snowsports)
Learn and perform a dance. (Creative 1, Entertainer)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Take Notice
Challenge

•

•
•

•

•
•

Mersey Weaver

Keep a diary showing how you spend your time and how
you self-reflect. Ensure you note the positives in your life.
(Writer 1f)
Have a clear out of your toys and donate the ones you
don’t use anymore to charity, (Our Skills 2)
Carry out investigation about the plants and animals in an
area of nature and tell someone, giving the sources of
information. (Naturalist 3&4)
Spend a day in nature investigating the wildlife and
plants, carry out further investigation and tell someone
what you found, giving the sources of information.,
(Naturalist 1&2)
Try meditation or yoga for four weeks and see how you
were feeling before and after each session., (Skills 1)
Take 12 photographs, a mixture of portraits, landscapes,
sport, action or time-lapse. (Photographer 1, Creative 1)
20
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•

•

•

•

Keep
Learning
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Mersey Weaver

Produce 6 black and white photographs, explain the
impact black and white photos have compared with
colour. (Photographer 1)
Show you know the local area surrounding your home up
to a radius of 2-5km, locating places of interest and use a
street map to point these out. Show the quickest route to
one of the places. (Local Knowledge 1)
Record the weather conditions every day for two weeks
and comment on the differences and how that affects
nature. (Meteorologist 2)
Show you understand why eating a sensible diet and
getting enough sleep is important. (Skills 2)
Try learning a new language and see if you can hold
a conversation (Communicator 4a)
Learn a new skill you have always wanted to try
Try cooking something new (if you can already cook
try without an oven) (Chef)
Look into the history of your local community and see
what you find
Look into your family history and draw out a family tree
with family
Learn how to carry out essential repairs on a bicycle, i.e.,
checking and adjusting the brakes and gears, adjusting
the seat and handle-bars, fixing a puncture, maintaining
lights and adjusting your helmet. (Cyclist 2)
Learn six different knots and three lashings and make a
pioneering project using them., (Outdoors 7, Pioneer 1&3)
Learn the countryside code and show you know how to
follow it (Orienteer 5, Outdoor 5)
Learn how to store food properly, hygienically and in ways
that prevent food poisoning., (Chef 3)
Choose an aspect of local community life and find out as
much as you can about it, e.g. local government, local
history, type of farming or industry., (World 1)
Research one historical aspect of flight and share what
you find out with the troop., (Air Researcher 1)
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Give
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Mersey Weaver

Achieve community impact level 3 (Community Impact)
Plan and run a fundraising event for a local charity of
your choice (World 2, Fundraising)
Learn about a local charity and volunteer your time
with them (World 2)
‘Skills swap’
Pay it forward campaign.
Run an activity for a younger section (Team Leader)
Peer mentorship
Adopt a local scheme (Community Impact)
Plan a menu for your family for a weekend and cook and
serve at least one of the meals. Clear away afterwards.
(Chef 1, 4 & 5, Creative 1, Skills 4b&4d)
Help your family to do the food shopping and put away
the purchases., (Chef 2)
Help the warden at a Scout campsite for five days
(Activity Centre Service 1)
Make an item out of wood, metal, plastic, or fabric and
give it to someone as a gift. (Craft, Creative 1)
Make and decorate a cake as a gift., (Craft, Creative 1)
Spend a day volunteering with and finding out about a
service in your local community., (World 2)
Do the washing using a washing machine. Hang them
out to dry, our use a drier, and put away the clothes, (Skills
4d)
Iron your school shirts., (Skills 4f)
With your family sort out your house and donate anything
you don’t need or use., (Community impact)
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Explorers,
Network
and
Leaders

Explorers, Network and Leaders are required to complete 10
challenges in each of the 5 Ways to Wellbeing challenges

Below is an example of how your Explorers, Network and Leaders will record their
challenges in their Wellbeing Journal
List below the 10 challenges you have chosen to undertake:1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Below are examples to support leaders to develop challenges with their section
members
• Attend a county or district event.
Connect
• Attend a Youth forum meeting and express your point
Challenge
of view.
• Attend a camp, plan part of the camp and learn a
new skill. (Camper Badge, Nights Away)
• Speak to a different scout within the
county/internationally to talk about your program and
compare. (Digital, International)
• Take part in Eurojam, World Jamboree etc (International)
• Reach out to a local community project / asset e.g care
homes (Community Impact, Global Issues)
• Look into your family history and draw out a family tree
with family.
• JOTI, JOTA (International)

Mersey Weaver
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Be Active
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Take Notice
Challenge

•
•

•
•

•

•

Keep
Learning
Challenge

•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver

Take part dragnet
Take part in different Adventure's activities for 6 weeks
Take part in a different sport or activity for 6 weeks
Complete DofE
Complete Cheshire Hike (Hillwalker)
Take part in a new fitness challenge,
Go on a hike or follow a trail (Hikes Away)
Regularly take part in Martial Arts for 3 months, (Physical
Recreation)
Show improvement at swimming, (Swimmer)
Spend some time on the water, paddle boarding,
kayaking, canoing, sailing etc, (Time on the water, Water
activities, Sailing, Nautical)
Take part in snowsports, (Snowsports)
Learn and perform a dance, (Performing Arts)
Create something to show how you spend your time and
how you self-reflect. And share with your unit. (Creative)
Try meditation or yoga to reflect on your day and see how
it was and how you were feeling doing different parts of it
(Headspace) (Physical Recreation)
With your family sort out your house and donate anything
you don’t need or use (Fundraiser, Community impact)
Learn to identify six different living things from each of
two categories (twelve in total): Trees, Birds, Minibeasts
and insects, Flowers, (Naturalist)
Visit a natural area four times over three months and
make notes of the changes in plants and wildlife.
(Naturalist)
Take five photographs of your local area and produce a
poster, video, or leaflet to advertise it
Look into the history of your local community and see
what you find
Look into your family history and draw out a family tree
with family
Try learning a new language and see if you can hold a
conversation (international)
Try cooking something new (if you can already cook try
without an oven) (Chef)
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Give
Challenge

•
•
•
•
•

Plan and go on a camp (Camper)
Learn a new household skill teach your group
Research a game from another country, (International)
Learn the promise from another country, (International)
Learn the promise in Makaton, Braille, or British Sign
Language

•

Plan and run a fundraising event for a local charity of
your choice (Fundraiser)
Learn about a local charity and volunteer your time
with them
‘Skills swap’
Pay it forward campaign (Community Impact)
Run an activity for a younger section (Young Leaders,
Platinum Award)
Achieve community impact level 3
Adopt a local scheme (Community Impact)
Volunteer at a district activity centre

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mersey Weaver
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Example of the participants Wellbeing Journal
In each of the journals will be an explanation of the badges and space for the
participants to record their planning and achievements. Participants can plan their
activities together or as individuals. The idea of recording their journey is all part of
looking after and improving their wellbeing, the journal will be something for them
to look back on and be proud of.

Mersey Weaver
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Resources and ideas to support your 5 Ways to Wellbeing
5 Ways to Wellbeing Diary/Journal:- This is an example from Scouts.org.uk
Wellbeing Champions page, you could adapt it for one of the 5 Ways to Wellbeing,
or for a week's activities:- Scouts 5 Ways to Wellbeing Champions examples

Random Acts of Kindness – Acts of kindness make you feelgood, you could agree
to do a week or month of Acts of Kindness. Resources on happiness and monthly
Acts of Kindness Challenges can be found here:- Acts of Kindness Calendars

Build a wellbeing box:- Everyone feels down sometimes, and everyone has bad
days. This activity encourages people to think about things that make them happy
and show empathy to others. https://www.scouts.org.uk/activities/build-awellbeing-box/

Mersey Weaver
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